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Summary of Blog Responses 

The various blog responses posted in the Essay assignment section on the site 

http://www.historiesofcatastrophicdreaming.com, reflect the class’s understanding of primary 

and secondary documents on Topic #2, Imperialism. Theodore Tzutaoku answers question five, 

“What are the consequences of that chosen audience?” This approach at answering the given 

question is written informally, with many presumptions made without concrete support from the 

texts provided. Personally the arguments made in the response are unsupported and I disagree 

strongly with the conclusions reached. Alexandre Hurtubise’s response to question six, regarding 

the technology mentioned in the articles on imperialism provides a valid analysis of the historical 

documents. The post provided great insight into the topic for the majority of the post. There is a 

clear thesis, which is effectively proved using examples from both primary and secondary docu-

ments. Vincent Wu attempts to answer question four, “Who was the intended audience?”, with 

little success. The thesis of his post is unclear, as the people of which capital he is referring to is 

never revealed, despite the questions answer appearing first sentence in the second article. His 

answers are concise, obtuse and fail to accurately answer the question. Courtney Rodgers address 

question four as well. She reached a valid conclusion that, the most likely audience of the first 

article at the time of its circulation were literate members of society. Little attention is given to 

grammar, proper usage or argumentative techniques when supporting claims, therefore although 

the answer may be correct, the reasons remain elusive to the reader. Francesca Valenti provides a 
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clear historical analysis of the time the articles were written and a methodical explanation of the 

historical context surrounding their contents. As for my own blog response this author would be 

hard pressed to disagree with such an insightful response, from such a handsome young student, 

yet several flaws go unaddressed. There are several comma splices in the first sentence and a ty-

po involving the word “falling” in two places, which both haunt my every dream. The blog re-

sponses as a whole are insightful, as it is evident when students took the time to leave a well-

reasoned response to the prompts, while others display little effort and minimal understanding of 

the reading material. 


